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A Correlation-Test-Based Validation Procedure for
Identified Neural Networks

Li Feng Zhang, Quan Min Zhu, and Ashley Longden

Abstract—In this study, an enhanced correlation-test-based val-
idation procedure is developed to check the quality of identified
neural networks in modeling of nonlinear systems. The new com-
putation algorithm upgrades the validation power by including a
direct correlation test between residuals and delayed outputs that
have been quoted indirectly in the most previous approaches. Fur-
thermore, based on the new validation procedure, three guidelines
are proposed in this study to help explain the validation results and
the statistic properties of the residuals. It is hoped that this study
could promote awareness of why the correlation tests are an effec-
tive method of validating identified neural networks, and provide
examples how to use the tests in user applications.

Index Terms—Correlation functions, model validation, neural
networks, nonlinear dynamical systems, residuals.

I. INTRODUCTION

N EURAL NETWORK (NN) has been extensively studied
and applied as a generic and powerful black-box mod-

eling technique to enhance complex nonlinear system modeling
and identification [1]–[4]. In system identification procedure,
validation is the final step to check the adequacy of identified
models. Because an NN could be incorrectly designed due to
many problems such as incorrect network selection, incorrect
input vector selection, insufficient training, and overfitting, val-
idation is a very important means to determine if the NN agrees
sufficiently well with the observations. Generally, the basic sta-
tistics of residuals, e.g., mean and variance or standard devia-
tion, are considered to be critical indices for the identified NNs
to check whether the residuals are reduced to the lowest possible
levels. However, the levels of the residuals sometimes cannot
clearly and directly indicate the adequacy of the identified NNs
since the original systems are always contaminated in unknown
noisy environments.

To properly validate linear and nonlinear models, several
methods for model validation based on correlation tests have
been developed that are based on the concept that if a model
is valid, the residuals should be reduced to a white noise and
uncorrelated to the delayed system inputs and outputs [5].
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For linear model validation, autocorrelation function (ACF)
and cross-correlation function (CCF) have been successfully
applied to detect the whiteness and randomness of the residuals
[6]–[9]. For nonlinear model validation, several higher order
correlation-test-based approaches have been developed for
detecting the nonlinear correlationships between residuals and
delayed residuals, inputs and outputs [10]–[16]. Recently, two
sets of novel first-order correlation functions named combined
omnidirectional autocorrelation function (ODACF) and com-
bined omnidirectional cross-correlation function (ODCCF)
have been proposed to detect nonlinear correlations between
variables [17]. Then, they have been used to construct a set of
new nonlinear model validity tests [18]. In comparison to pre-
vious higher order correlation-test-based approaches, the new
method provides an enhanced nonlinear correlation detection
power and a condensed correlation illustration.

It should be mentioned that almost all previous validity tests
only focus on the correlation computation for residuals and in-
puts. In these methods, the correlation between residuals and
delayed outputs is indirectly detected so that they sometimes
display less detection power particularly when relatively large
uncorrelated noise exists in the residuals. Moreover, since the
previous methods do not individually detect all possible omitted
regressors in residuals, they cannot provide a comprehensive in-
dication of the statistics of the residuals. To overcome the prob-
lems, the combined ODACF- and ODCCF-based model valida-
tion method is further developed in this study and applied to
check the quality of identified NNs. The purpose of the study is
outlined as follows.

1) To provide an effective solution for neural network valida-
tion. So far, most of the publications on the identification
of NNs have only used the observation of residuals and its
basic statistics (mean and variance) to check the goodness
of the networks. As mentioned above, correlation tests can
be used to indicate the accuracy of NNs. Without such tests,
the performance of the identified NNs cannot be assured.

2) To develop a direct correlation test between residuals and
delayed outputs. This is the further expansion from the re-
cent study [18]. In this study, a combined ODCCF test be-
tween residuals and delayed outputs is proposed to upgrade
the detection power. Furthermore, since the enhanced va-
lidity tests individually and directly detect all the possible
omitted regressors in residuals, they can provide a com-
prehensive indication of the statistics of the residuals. A
set of guidelines will be proposed to further explain the
validation results and reveal the insufficiencies of invalid
NNs. These guidelines can be used as a reference to sug-
gest how to improve an invalid NN during the identification
procedure.
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3) To test the developed method with two simulated examples
in neural network modeling of complex nonlinear systems.
It is hoped that these two bench tests also can provide ex-
amples for users considering applying this validation pro-
cedure to their identified neural networks.

The rest of the study is organized as follows. In Section II, the
principles of NN and nonlinear system identification are briefly
explained to lay a basis for validating neural networks using cor-
relation tests. In Section III, the new correlation-based validity
tests are developed with analytical proof and numerical demon-
strations. In Section IV, two simulation examples are studied
with neural network modeling of both nonlinear static and dy-
namical systems. The identification and validation results are
analyzed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the new validation
procedure. In Section V, conclusions are drawn to summarize
the study.

II. NEURAL NETWORK, SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

AND MODEL VALIDATION

A. Neural Networks for System Identification
and the Needs of Validity Tests

An NN is a massively parallel distributed processing para-
digm made up of simple processing units (neurons) with highly
interconnected by parameters (weights and biases), which are
used to store acquired knowledge. Learning algorithms for jus-
tifying the parameters with illustrative examples (training sets)
are implemented to train the NNs to achieve acquired perfor-
mance. For static modeling, various types of NNs, such as multi-
layer perception (MLP, also referred to as feedforward network)
networks, radial basis function (RBF) networks, have been de-
veloped and successfully applied to map the linear and non-
linear static relationships between the inputs and the outputs
of the systems. For dynamic modeling, two main types of NNs
have been widely studied, in particular, recurrent neural network
that represents the dynamic behaviors by adding inner feedback
loops to the neurons, and time delay neural network (TDNN)
that uses the external time delay elements to perform temporal
processing.

For the black-box modeling applications, the ultimate objec-
tive of NN design is to find a network whose response matches
the outputs of the underlying system for the given inputs.
Finding a proper NN can be considered as a typical system
identification problem. The major steps of identifying an NN
to represent an underlying system are outlined in Fig. 1.

During the entire NN design procedure, various potential
problems could result in an inadequate identification. Looking
through the above NN training loop, the main problems are
listed step by step.

Experimental design: This step involves a number of
choices with regard to the system output signals to measure
and the input signals to manipulate. It is important that testing
signals and past system responses excite the system signifi-
cantly in the region of the system space so that comprehensive
modeling within this space is accomplished. These choices are
mainly concerned with the prior knowledge of the underlying
system but not the validity of the NN.

Data: Then, the data of the measured or simulated inputs and
outputs are collected from the underlying systems. The main
problem in aspect of validation is that the level of the actual
noise, which is the unpredictable part of the measured data,
is always unknown. The basic statistics of residuals, therefore,
cannot be used to directly indicate the adequacy of the identified
NN. For example, when large noise signals exist in measured
outputs and inputs, the variance of residuals will maintain high
level even though the NN is adequate. On the other hand, an NN
with low-level residuals could be invalid while the level of the
actual noise in contaminated data is comparatively low.

Setting up the NN: This step is concerned with the choice of
the types of networks, number of layers and neurons, the input
set of the network, and the initialization of the weights and bi-
ases. Each type of NN has individual advantages and disadvan-
tages for different applications. The number of layers and the
number of neurons in each layer also significantly affect the ca-
pability of the network. An oversimple NN structure will result
in underfitting and an overcomplex NN structure can result in
overfitting. This selection is equivalent to the model structure
determination in terms of classical system identification. Fur-
thermore, the selection of the input set that includes the delayed
input and output signals is a crucial issue that could result in an
insufficient lag terms or omission of input signals. Accordingly,
in these circumstances, the system can never be identified prop-
erly. This selection is equivalent to the variable and lag selection
in terms of classical system identification. In other words, all
these factors need to be determined properly to ensure that the
NN can be used to adequately represent the underlying system.

Learning algorithm and training: NNs are trained through
specified learning algorithms to obtain a set of weights and bi-
ases to attain desired design objectives. Unsuitable initializa-
tion, insufficient training iterations including local minimum
problem, and too many training iterations with the resulting po-
tential problem of overfitting (also related to network structure
selection) will result in invalid networks. This training proce-
dure is, respectively, equivalent to the parameter estimation in
terms of classical system identification.

Network validation: Since many problems could result in
an invalid NN identification, it is necessary to check the ade-
quacy of the network representation before applying the NN in
practice.

B. The Uncorrelated Properties of Residuals

To derive the new NN validity tests, the principles of identifi-
cation and validation for a nonlinear dynamic system are briefly
summarized as follows. Consider the general mathematical de-
scription of nonlinear SISO system expressed as

(1)

where and denote the system outputs and inputs, re-
spectively. is a nonlinear function. denotes an additive
noise such as measurement error. Realistically, as the system
outputs are corrupted by noise, could include delayed
noise as its arguments. A typical mathematical representative
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of system (1) is NARMAX model (nonlinear autoregressive
moving average with exogenous inputs) [19], [20], which has
been extensively studied in nonlinear system identification.
Alternatively, neural networks can be used to approximate the
relationships between the data sequences observed from system
(1). Then, the input set of the network to be identified is defined
as follows [21]:

(2)

The one-step-ahead predicted outputs and residuals are ex-
pressed as

(3)

(4)

where and denote the predicted outputs and the resid-
uals (also called prediction error), respectively, and denotes
the identified nonlinear relationship, which is described by the
trained network and used to approximate the behaviors of the
underlying system. If the NN is adequate, the entire informa-
tion contained in the input vector should be completely utilized
to predict the outputs of the system. For a noise-free system,
therefore, and . A lower level of residuals
indicates a better identification.

For a noisy system, it has been commonly accepted that the
predicted outputs obtained from using a valid NN should be
the predictable part of the actual system outputs, and the resid-
uals should be the unpredictable part of the outputs. Hence,
if an NN is valid, the residuals should be reduced to a white
noise sequence and random to all the NN inputs, expressed as

where denotes an uncorrelated noise sequence
with zero mean and finite variance. In contrast, if an NN is in-
valid, the residuals should contain predictable information. In
other words, the residuals should correlate to the delayed in-
puts, outputs, and residuals. Then, the residuals for an invalid
NN can be express as follows:

(5)

where is a linear or nonlinear relationship that needs to be
superadded into the estimated relationship .

Since and is usually unknown in the real
applications, it is difficult to directly indicate the quality of the
NN, e.g., proper fitted, overfitting, or underfitting, by just using
the variance or standard deviation of the residuals.

III. CORRELATION-TEST-BASED NEURAL

NETWORK VALIDATION

To provide better solutions, ACF- and CCF-based linear
model validation methods have been proposed to check if
the residuals are correlated to delayed residuals, inputs, and
outputs [6]–[9]. For nonlinear model validation, ACF and CCF
are obviously insufficient since nonlinear terms may exist in
residuals. To overcome this problem, several higher order cor-
relation-based nonlinear model validation methods have been
developed in the last three decades. These include multidimen-
sional CCF and higher order CCF tests [10], [15], [22]–[24],

a combination of five first- and second-order ACF and CCF
tests [11], higher order ACF and CCF between outputs, inputs,
and residuals [13], [14], and multidirectional correlation tests
[16]. In 2007, a set of new first-order correlation functions,
ODCCFs, has been proposed and applied to cope with the prob-
lems of nonlinear model validation [17], [18]. Compared to
the previous methods, the new approach provides an enhanced
nonlinear correlation detection power and a more condensed
correlation illustration.

A. Combined ODACF and ODCCF Tests for Validation

ODCCFs can be generally expressed as follows [17]. Con-
sider two data sequences and

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

where in (6)–(9) denotes that the mean level has been removed
from the corresponding data sequence, and

(10)

Then, the results obtained using ODCCFs are combined to
constitute a much condensed formulation to provide better il-
lustration for detected correlations [17].

Definition [Combined ODCCFs ]: If

then

(11)

else

(12)

For the special case , functions (6)–(9) and func-
tions (11) and (12) are, respectively, called ODACF and com-
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bined ODACF. Subsequently, a set of model validity-test-based
combined ODACF and combined ODCCF have been proposed
[18] and formulated as follows.

Combined ODACF validation of residuals

otherwise
(13)

Combined ODCCF validation between inputs
and residuals

(14)

and directly detect the correlations between
residuals, delayed residuals, and inputs. In addition, the corre-
lation between residuals and delayed outputs can also be indi-
rectly detected by (13) and (14). Consider a single-input–single-
output (SISO) dynamic system as

(15)

If the effect of exists in the residuals so that the
identified model or network is inadequate, the residuals and

can be derived as

(16)

Since is in terms of both and ,
should be correlated to both and .

Consequently, and can be used to indicate the
correlation between and .

However, the indirect indication of the correlation between
residuals and delayed outputs still has two drawbacks. First, the
correlation between and is indirectly computed as

and so that it sometimes displays less detec-
tion power, practically, when the variance of
is much smaller than the variance of . Second, since the de-
layed outputs are always used as crucial regressors in system
identification, the omitted effects of delayed outputs in the resid-
uals need to be detected clearly. A clear indication of the cor-
relation between residuals and delayed outputs will provide the
modeler or the network designer with further information about
how to improve the performance of the model or the network.
Moreover, all the previous approaches have the same problem
since they all mainly concentrate on detecting the autocorrela-
tion of residuals and the cross correlation between residuals and
inputs.

B. The Enhanced Validity Tests

To provide a more comprehensive and effective detection, a
direct correlation test between residuals and outputs is incorpo-
rated into the validity tests. For a valid model or network, the
residuals should be completely uncorrelated to the delayed out-
puts at all the delay time instants except .

Fact: should be a nonzero number with absolute value
smaller than 1, even though the network is valid. This is proved
as follows.

Proof: Consider an identified NN expressed as (3) and (4).
As formulated in (4), the relationship between and
can be generally described as a linear combination. Hence, the
relationship between and can be properly detected by
CCF, which is the third function in ODCCFs. CCF
can be computed as follows:

(17)

where the bar on the variables denotes the mean value of the
variables. When the identified network is valid, should be
reduced to an uncorrelated noise sequence with zero mean
and finite variance [11]. Then, is used to replace to
yield

(18)

Since is uncorrelated to and , then
. Since , it gives

(19)

Then

(20)

Consequently, the enhanced validity tests are proposed as
follows.

The enhanced validity tests:
Combined ODACF validation of residuals

otherwise.
(21)
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Combined ODCCF validation between inputs
and residuals

(22)

Combined ODCCF validation between outputs
and residuals

otherwise.
(23)

Remark: For a large data length , all the correlation func-
tion estimates are asymptotically normal with zero mean and
finite variance from the center limit theorem [25], which states
that the sum of a large number independent and identically dis-
tributed random variables will be approximately normally dis-
tributed. If the identified model is acceptable, the correlation
functions should lie inside the 95% confidence interval, which
is from to .

Compared to the previous methods, the enhanced validity
tests directly detect all the regressors that may exist in resid-
uals so that they can provide a more comprehensive indication
of the potential insufficiencies of invalid NNs. Three guidelines
for distinguishing the potential problems of invalid NNs, which
can be revealed through using the new validity tests, are pro-
posed as follows.

Analysis of the validation results
1) While lies outside the confidence interval, the resid-

uals can be primarily assumed as including omitted pre-
dictable information in terms of delayed outputs.

2) While lies outside the confidence interval and
lies inside the confidence interval, the residuals

can be primarily assumed as including omitted predictable
information in terms of delayed inputs.

3) While only lies outside the confidence interval, the
residuals can be assumed as including correlated noise.

If an identified NN is invalid because part of the correlation
functions lie outside the confidence interval, after assuring the
network is selected and trained properly, the NN can be im-
proved based on these guidelines by involving more regressors
into the network step by step. A simple example is employed
to illustrate the new validity tests and the proposed guidelines.
Consider a nonlinear system expressed as

(24)

The following five residual equations are possibly resulted
from ill model structure selection or inadequately estimated
model parameters:

(25)

where was the uniformly distributed random input se-
quence with zero mean and amplitude from to . was

Fig. 1. Loop for identifying an NN.

Fig. 2. Validity tests for � in (25): (a) � ���; (b) � ���; and (c) � ���.

the normally distributed random noise sequence with zero mean
and variance of . All these data sequences have length of

. Figs. 2–6, respectively, show the results obtained from
using the new method for the five residual sequences in (25). In
each figure, the dash lines indicate the confidence interval.

In Fig. 2, there is no correlation function that exceeds the con-
fidence limits so is an uncorrelated residual. In Figs. 3–6,
the correlations lie outside the confidence interval, so to

are correlated residuals. As indicated in (25), all these four
residual sequences include omitted predictable terms.

According to the three guidelines, the validation results can
be extensively analyzed as follows. In Fig. 3, only ex-
ceeds the confidence limits so that can be diagnosed as col-
ored noise, which is correlated to the delayed residuals. Fig. 4,
clearly shows that only lies outside the confidence in-
terval that is correlated with the delayed inputs. In Fig. 5,

, , and lie outside the confidence interval,
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Fig. 3. Validity tests for � in (25): (a) � ���; (b) � ���; and (c) � ���.

Fig. 4. Validity tests for � in (25): (a) � ���; (b) � ���; and (c) � ���.

Fig. 5. Validity tests for � in (25): (a) � ���; (b) � ���; and (c) � ���.

Fig. 6. Validity tests for � in (25): (a) � ���; (b) � ���; and (c) � ���.

so can be primarily considered as including omitted pre-
dictable information in terms of delayed outputs. Fig. 6 clearly
suggests that only lies outside the confidence interval
that is correlated to the delayed outputs. It is clear that the
three-guidelines-based analytic results are properly consistent
with (25). The new guidelines can provide a useful indication
of the insufficiencies of poor models.

Furthermore, consider the last two residuals that are all
correlated to the delayed outputs. In Fig. 5, all the corre-
lation functions significantly exceed the confidence limits,
particularly, and . It is because the variance of

(i.e., ) is much greater than the
variance of . Hence, the previous validity tests,
which only include and , can be used to effec-
tively detect the omitted term. Nevertheless, after decreasing
the parameter from to , both and display
very weak detection power since the variance of
(i.e., ) is much smaller than the variance of .
As shown in Fig. 6, only lies outside the confidence
interval and detects correlated residual . It is evident that
the new model validation method can provide an enhanced
detection power.

Finally, table representations of the correlation function tests
for (25) are presented in the Appendix to provide more numer-
ical demonstrations.

IV. SIMULATION STUDIES

In this section, the new correlation test procedure is applied to
two simulated examples to test the trained NNs in modeling of
both nonlinear static function and nonlinear dynamical system.

Example 1: Using MLP to Approximate
a Nonlinear Static Model

Consider a nonlinear discrete static model formulated as

(26)
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Fig. 7. Validity tests for network 1: (a) � ���; (b1) � ���; and
(b2) � ���.

where and denote the noise-free output and measured
noise contaminated output, respectively. The inputs and

were set as uniformly distributed random data sequences
with zero mean and amplitude from to . The noise
was selected as a normally distributed random sequence with
zero mean and variance of . Totally 500 data points
were generated for each data sequence. In this study, MLP net-
work with one hidden layer was used to identify the underlying
model. Typically, MLP consists of a set of source neurons that
constitutes the input layer, one or more hidden layer of com-
putation neurons, and an output layer of computation neurons.
Each layer was fully connected to the next layer and the input
signal propagated through the network in a forward direction,
on a layer-by-layer basis.

First, a 2-4-1 network (network 1) was determined to approx-
imate the underlying model. The input vector and predicted
output of network 1 are formulated as follows:

(27)

(28)

where denotes the number of the neurons in hidden layer,
which is four. , , and denote the connection weight
vector of output layer, connection weight, and bias vectors of
hidden layer, respectively. is the activation functions of
output layer and chosen linear combination. is the activa-
tion functions of hidden layer and chosen tan-sigmoid functions.
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [26] was used to train the net-
work. After 5000 training epochs, the variance of the residuals
converged to . Then, the validation procedure was used
to check the quality of network 1. Since the underlying system
is static, has no significance but , , and

were detected and displayed in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8. Validity tests for network 2: (a) � ���; (b1) � ���; and
(b2) � ���.

Fig. 9. Map of ���� versus � ��� and � ��� for (25).

As shown in Fig. 7, both and lie outside the
confidence interval at . Thus, the network is invalid. In
other words, network 1 cannot comprehensively approximate
the nonlinearity of the underlying system. To improve the
quality of the identification, the number of neurons in the
hidden layer was increased to ten (network 2). The inputs and
predictive output were computed to be the same as in (27) and
(28) with . After 2000 training epochs, the variance
of residuals was reduced to , which is extremely close
to the variance of the preset noise. Fig. 8 shows the results ob-
tained from using the new validity tests that all the correlation
functions lay inside the confidence interval that network 2 is
valid.

Discussion on the Validation Results: To provide further
demonstration and proof of the validity tests, the map of the
noise-free and predicted outputs versus the inputs for (26) and
networks 1 and 2 are shown and compared as follows.
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Fig. 10. Map of ����� versus � ��� and � ��� for network 1.

Fig. 11. Map of ����� versus � ��� and � ��� for network 2.

Figs. 9 and 10 suggest that the two maps are different so
that network 1 did not capture all the characteristics of (25). In
Fig. 11, the map for network 2 is nearly the same as the map
of (25) in Fig. 9. Thus, network 2 can be used to properly ap-
proximate the original model. It is clear that the results obtained
from using the new validity tests are exactly in accord with the
graphical analysis.

Example 2: Using NARX Network to Approximate
Duffing Equation

In this study, the well-known Duffing [27] equation was se-
lected to illustrate the validation of NN in approximating a com-
plex nonlinear dynamic system. The most generally forced form
of the Duffing equation is expressed as follows:

(29)

Fig. 12. Measured outputs and inputs for (30).

Subsequently, the Duffing equation was written as a system
of first-order ordinary differential equations and the parameters
were chosen as

(30)

where denotes an additive white noise such as measurement
error and and denote the noise-free output and mea-
sured output, respectively.

It should be noticed that for simulating continuous systems
by computer, approximate solutions are obtainable by the
applications of numerical methods, where a numerical solution
is obtained at discrete values of the independent variable with a
specified integration interval. To solve the ordinary differential
equation, a number of numerical solutions, also named numer-
ical integration, have been developed such as Euler’s method,
Euler–Cauchy method, midpoint method, and fourth-order
Runge–Kutta method. In this study, fourth-order Runge–Kutta
algorithm with an integration interval of 3000 s was applied
to simulate the response of the system to the input . The
initial values were set as , and . Equation
(30) on the interval of was investigated. A
sampling interval of 30 s was chosen and the resulting
data sequences with length of 1500 were generated. Further
details about the simulation method, integration interval, and
sampling interval selections can be found from the studies of
Aguirre and Billings [12], [28]. The noise was selected
as a normally distributed data sequence with zero mean and
variance of . The measured inputs and outputs are
shown in Fig. 12.

The input–output NN with tapped delay line (TDL) named
nonlinear autoregressive with exogenous inputs (NARX)
network was employed to identify the underlying dynamical
system. It can be used for tracking dynamical behaviors by
means of TDL memories containing a predefined number of
delayed inputs and outputs of the plant. In this study, forward
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Fig. 13. NARX network.

selection method was used to select the lags of delayed inputs
and outputs. The architecture of the network is shown in Fig. 13
[29].

The NN input selection for nonlinear system identification,
which refers to the corresponding variable and lag (delay) se-
lection, is to select significant regressors out of all the possible
regressors. There are three main strategies for efficient input se-
lection including forward selection, backward elimination, and
stepwise selection. In this study, forward selection associated
with the new validity tests was applied to select the NN in-
puts. First, regressors were added into the NN input set step by
step. Then, the correlation tests were executed after each new
input set was applied. While an NN was invalid, the three guide-
lines were used as reference to assist in finding new significant
regressors.

Initially, the lags of the inputs and outputs were selected as
, , and , respectively. The input set

and a 3-3-10-1 NARX network (network 3) were determined
and expressed as shown in (31) and (32) at the bottom of the
page, where denotes the length of the input vector which is
three. , , and the training algorithm were determined to
be the same as in Example 1. In addition, early stopping [29] was
employed to avoid overfitting and improve the generalization of
the network. The first 1000 pairs of data points were used to
train the network. The inputs and the outputs with from 1001

Fig. 14. Validity tests for network 3: (a) � ���; (b) � ���; and (c) � ���.

to 1500 were used as the validation set. After 22 training epochs,
the variance of the residuals for the training set converged
to and the variance of the residuals for the validation set

converged to . Fig. 14 shows the validity tests for
network 3.

As shown in Fig. 14, all correlation functions lie outside the
confidence interval that network 3 is invalid. As discussed in
Section III, whether and lie inside or outside, if

lies outside the confidence interval, more regressors in
terms of delayed outputs need to be initially superadded into to
the network. To improve the quality of identification, the max-
imum lag of the outputs was extended to 15. The corresponding
10-3-10-1 network (network 4) was determined with the same
hidden layers and output layer as network 3 [(32) with ].
The input set for network 4 was assigned as

(33)

After 29 epochs, the variances of the training dada set residual
and the validation data set residual were, respectively,

reduced to and . Compared to network 3, the
levels of the residuals were massively reduced. However, Fig. 15
shows the validity tests for network 4 that the network is still in-
adequate and can be further improved since lies outside
the confidence interval.

To improve the performance of the network, the maximum
lag of delayed inputs was extended to 3. A 12-3-10-1 network

(31)

(32)
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Fig. 15. Validity tests for network 4: (a) � ���; (b) � ���; and (c) � ���.

Fig. 16. Validity tests for network 4: (a) � ���; (b) � ���; and (c) � ���.

(network 5) was determined and the corresponding input vector
was assigned as

(34)

After 37 training epochs, and were, respectively, re-
duced to and . Compared to network 4, all resid-
uals have been obviously reduced. Fig. 16 shows that all corre-
lation functions lie inside the confidence interval that network 5
is valid.

Discussion on the Validation Results: Two other sets of
data sequences were also generated to comprehensively com-
pare the performance of the three networks.

Fig. 17. Noise-free outputs with different initial conditions.

Fig. 18. Measured outputs (output 3) and inputs (input 2).

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR THE THREE NETWORKS

First, the underlying system displays exponentially sensitive
dependence on initial conditions due to the chaotic behaviors of
nonlinear dynamical systems [30]. To demonstrate the system
under this condition, the initial values were slightly varied and
set as and . A set of new outputs
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TABLE II
VALIDATION TESTS FOR RESIDUAL � ���

TABLE III
VALIDATION TESTS FOR RESIDUAL � ���

TABLE IV
VALIDATION TESTS FOR RESIDUAL � ���

TABLE V
VALIDATION TESTS FOR RESIDUAL � ���

(testing set 1) was generated. Fig. 17 shows the noise-free out-
puts with the different initial conditions. It is evident that the dif-
ference between two outputs grows very rapidly with increasing
time.

Second, the input signal of the system was replaced by a new
signal as shown in Fig. 18. The measured outputs (testing set
2) of the system excited by the new inputs are also shown in
Fig. 18. It is to be noticed that all the testing outputs are cor-
rupted by new additive noise with the same level as in (30).

To compare the performance of the three networks under
these conditions, the networks were applied to predict the
measured outputs by using the new testing set. Table I shows

the variances of the residuals obtained from using the three
networks that compared to the other two networks; network
5 provides a much better approximation to the underlying
system. It is consistent with the correlation test results that only
network 5 is adequate.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, a set of enhanced combined ODACF- and
combined ODCCF-based validity tests has been proposed to
check the adequacy of NNs in representing nonlinear systems.
The new methodology enhances the detection power in system
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TABLE VI
VALIDATION TESTS FOR RESIDUAL � ���

TABLE VII
VARIANCE OF THE RESIDUALS AND TERMS IN (25)

modeling and identification since it includes a direct com-
bined ODCCF test between residuals and outputs. Compared
to the previous approaches, it provides a more effective and
comprehensive validity detection. In addition, based on the
new validity tests, three guidelines have been also proposed in
this study to provide some useful advise to tell why the NN is
invalid and how to improve it. It has been shown through the
simulation studies that the new methodology can be effectively
used to validate static and dynamic NNs. As mentioned at
the beginning of the study, it is hoped that this study could
promote the awareness of why correlation tests should be used
to validate identified neural networks and provide examples
how to use the tests. Finally, with its generic applicability, the
test procedure could be applied to validate other model sets
such as classical linear and nonlinear models, wavelet models,
fuzzy logic models, and so on.

APPENDIX

TABLE REPRESENTATION OF VALIDATION RESULTS

FOR EXAMPLE (25)

Tables II–VI show the correlation test results for (25). As
mentioned in Section III, if a correlation function is less than or
around the confidence limits, the association between the two
variables can be considered as uncorrelated or very weakly cor-
related. In this study, the 95% confidence limits are computed
as . In Tables II–VI, bold face number
presents the correlation value, which is significantly greater than
the confidence limits. As shown in the tables, the new correla-
tion tests not only can detect the validity of the residuals, but
also can indicate the insufficient of the residuals.

Table VII shows the variance of the residuals and terms in
(25) that even though the variance of the omitted terms is much
smaller than the variance of the residuals, the enhanced validity
tests still can effectively detect the insufficiencies.
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